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ABSTRACT 

Bus interfact cirsui: for a fiberoptic data bus differs from a copper 
wire data bus. Whilr unipolar manchester modulation is used with a 
fiberoptic data bus, a bipl~ase ~nanchcster modulation is used in the 
copper wire data bus. 

This paper suggesis a design of a bus interface circuit for any 
fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light, stores management, data 
transmission, ctc., co rn i~~~ i l~ l c  will1 thc hi1l.-SI'1~-155311. 'l'his is 
applicable for use on bc>irrd aircraft, ships. tanks, etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MIL-STD-1553B is the standard for military aircraft which have fly-by-wire (FHW) 
systems. The same standard is extended for fly-by-liiht (FBL) systems also. Though 
a slightly modified standard is drawn up for FBI, systems using fiberoptics, in countries 
like Japan, fiberoptic data bus is developed' following MIL-STD-1553B. 

This research note describes a bus interface circuit for Fiberoptic (FO) data 
bus2. Thi's is a serial data bus and the command, status or  da ta  word is coniposed of 
a sync code + 16 bits + 1 parity bit which are manchestcr modulated so that the 
coupling between the different remote terminals (R'Ts) is loose, i.e., eaclr RT is 
autononious and when it receives any command or  data, it derives t l ~ c :  c!ock :~ulszs 
fro111 the received signal itself and while transmitting, it rriar?.chester ~rroclulates its 
signal with its own clock so that the receiving terminal derivcs the clock pulses irom 
the signal. These 17 bits are encoded with the sync code oi' 3 jis tlur;ltion at the 
beginning of the word. For the co~nmand/status word, the sync code is '1' for 1.5 11s 
and '0' for the next 1.5 /is. For the data word the sync cocle is the ieversc, i.e., '0' 
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Figure 1 Word formats 

for the first 1.5 11s and '1' for the next 1.5 ps. Fig. 1 shows the word formats for the 
command, data and the status words. So far as n~anchester modulation is concerned, 
the sync code is illegal and therefore manchester demodulation at the receiver should 
accommodate this illegal sync code. The receiver should also be able to distinguish 
I > ~ i u ~ : t n  commandlstatus and data words. 

In order to i~ct on a comn~ancl received, thc KT sl~ould also validate thc 5 hit 
;itltlress rcccived. ' lbc word rcccivcd in the seriitl for~nat slroultl I)c n~ntlc irvailal,lc in 
a parallel format for the RT. 

All these functions are achieved using 'lTL ICs. All the sub-systems or RTs use 
identical bus interfiice circuits. Tl~erefore, design of the bus interface circuit is modul.jdr. 
Design specifications of the bus interface' are given below : 

Word length 
Sync length 
No. of signal bits 
No. of parity bits 
Manchester modulation of signal &parity bits 
Serial transmission mode 

2. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

Fig. 2 gives the block diagram of the bus interface circuit. This consists of a 
transmitter section and a receiver section. In all the bus interface modules (BIMs) 
the receiver output is fed to the input of the transmitter through a tristate gate so 
that the BIM is transparent to ensure the continuity of the bus. Only the BIM of the 
transmitting terminal, whether it is the bus controller (BC) or an R T  will have the 
control of its transmitter to facilitate transmission of the requircd signal. At 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of bus interface circuit 
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'power on' the BC has the protocol over the control of the bus and proceeds with the 
sending of various instructions to the RTs. This may be in the broadcast mode or by 
individually addressing the RTs. After this the BC relinquishes the control over the 
bus for the instructed R T  to send the status word and the required data over the bus 
to the B C  or  to another RT which has been instructed to receive the data. During 
this time interval the B C  itself has its associated BIM transparent. 

'The transmitter operates with a 2 MHz clock. The 16 bits of the com~nantl;status 
or data word is available for the transmitter in a parallel format which is converted 

rllc scrii~l forr11;tt bv it  ~>i~ritllcl to serial converter. Since otld parity is rccoinnicndcd 
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by the MIL-STD-1553B, a set of EXOR gates generates the odd parity bit as tlie last 
bit (bit 20) of the word to be transmitted. From the 2 MHz clock various timing pulses 
are generated using a number of monostable multivibrators and 
ANDIORINANDMORIINVERT/EXOR logic gates to operate the parallellserial 
wnverter, sync pulse generator & manchester modulator. The manchestef modulator 
also encodes the NRZ signal output of the parallellserial converter with the clock so 
that the clock is carried by the transmitted signal to facilitate ease of decoding the 
signal at the receiver end. Unipolar manchester modulation mode is used here as this 
is the state-of-the-art observed for FO systems. ?he  valid sync encoder then encodes 
the serial signal with the valid sync pulse depending on whether the signal to be 
transmitted is a commandJstatus or  a data word. The signal now is in a format ready 
to be transrnitted and therefore it drives an LED which converts the signal in the 
electrical domain to the optical domain. The optical output of the LED is coupled to 
the optical receiver, a PIN-photo-diode at the next station which may be the BC or 
an RT. 

The optical receiver converts the optical signal back to the electrical domain 
which is still ~n the unipolar manchester modulated serial format3. This signal is 
demodulated first by the manchester demodulator and the NRZ signal is separated 
from the clock. Using this clock various timing pulses are generated to convert the 
data in the serial format to the parallel format to make the data format compatible 
with the microprocessor based BC or RTs. In addition, the bus interface circuit of a 
B U R T  decodes sync pulses by means of a 6 MHz clock and a commandJdata recogniser 
circuit and produces a valid command or  valid data signal which decides whether the 
signal is a command/status or a data word, decodes the address, transmitlreceive (TIR) 
bit and the number of words to be received or transmitted. ?he  H C  has an identical 
interface circuit so that any terminal can be a BC or an RT, i.e., the functions of the 
terminals on the bus could be interchanged. 

'ITL ICs i.e., 7400 series for use on the ground and 5400 series far airborne or  
severe ambient temperature environments are used. The LS versions may be used 
for low power consumption4. 

The manchester decoder generates narrow pulses at every '0' to  '1' and 'I' to '0' 
transition of the received signal using monostable multivibrators and a NAND gate. 
These pulses operate another monostable multivibrator whose pulse width is so 
adjusted that it regenerates the transmitted clock pulses. Four 2 IN NAND gates 
regenerate the transmitted NRZ signal. 

The sync decoder uses a 6 MHz clock along with an up/down binary counter with 
the clear and load functions operated by the output of the FO receiver and its 
coniplement respectively generate valid command or valid data pulses whenever a 
command or data is received. 

In addition, the address decoder circuit cornposed of a set of comparator ICs 
decode the address for further action to be taken by the R T  if the address' pertains 
to that particular RT. Also the T/R bit is decoded by the TIR decoder so that the 
adciizssed R T  could transmit or  receive according to the command. The data count 
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register stores the number of data to be transmitted or received when the message is 
meant for that RT. As the data is received or  transmitted it is decremented for every 
data word and when all the data is received or  transmitted it gives a signal to the 
timer 1 01.2 to stop its function until another message is received. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Only T T L .  ICs are used in the EJM to make. the speed compatible with the 
MlL-STD-1553B. In the next decade merit of the world's airc~aft would be fitted with 
FO data bus and the interface described would be invaluable in training pe is~nncl  in  
the working of the data bus as well as in the design alld testing of FO clata kc.;. 

The author wishes to thank the Director, National Aeronautical L.aboratory and 
the Head, Systems Engineering Division, NAL, Hnngalore for their kind permissioo 
to publish this paper. 
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